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 at lower voltage, is carried on line type insulators with no further
insulation, these linos often being run in individual concrete
or brick compartments with convenient chambers provided
for Hoetionalisdng or disconnecting BwiteheB and instrument
transformers.
Lightning Protection.—The in-coming high tension lines and
the out-going railway feeders are each provided, just within the
wall of the station, with a helix of wire of the name size as the
lino wire which acts an a "choke coil" to, divert high frequency
Kurgow to the lightning arresters connected between the coils and
the outside lines.
Arresters for use upon circuits of 2200 volts and loss arc of the
multi-gap type. Where serious consideration must be given to
first cost this type may be extended to art high an 33,000 volt
circuits*
The multi-gap arrester, as its name implies, eonwatfl of a series
of very small spark gaps formed by placing knurled cylinders of
non-arcing metal near one another, A sufficient number of such
gaps are placed in series to prevent the lino voltage arcing across.
Another set of gaps, shunted with graphite resistance rods, is
also included in the series. High frequency nurges will tend to
arc over all the gaps in order to reach ground, whereas the gen-
erator current winch follows will usually be diverted sufficiently
through the resistance to cause! the arcs over the shunted gaps
and finally those on the series gapn to be quenched.
The electrolytic lightning arrester, although expensive, is now
universally recognized an the bent protection from lightning for
high voltage circuits. It consists of a Berim of aluminum trays
separated slightly from one another by a space filled with an
hydroxide solution. If a current is panned doily through this
sot of trays in series a thin film of aluminum hydroxide is formed
on the plates which will offer a high reHwtancc up to approximately
400 volts per tray. When this voltages i« exceeded a current
is readily conducted through the various elements from line to
ground. The group of trays is mounted in a ntcel tank filled
with transformer oil for insulating and cooling purposes, as
indicated in Fig, 56,
Since such a series of metal plates separated by a dielectric will
act as a condenser on an alternating current system, thereby
drawing a rather objectionable charging current from the line,
one or more horn gaps are usually introduced to break the circuit.

